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-- United States -- Management. Excerpt: . . . and presented a succession management plan that
recommended, among other things, piloting job rotations and assignments to address mission-
critical priorities and resources. In addition, according to a Census Bureau human resource official,
the Council assesses various succession-related issues, such as recruiting and competency
development for the Bureaus senior management. In turn, senior management recently tasked a
Council representative to provide monthly updates on succession-related issues. EPAs Human
Resources Council, composed of senior leaders who are to advise the EPA Administrator on human
capital issues, released EPAs Strategy for Human Capital, a planning document outlining EPAs
long-term human capital goals. The strategy names the offices responsible for leading each of its
goals. For example, the Office of Human Resources, the Executive Resources Board, and human
resources officers are to implement a strategy to nsure the Continuity of Leadership, Critical E
Expertise, and Agency Values through Succession Planning and Management Executive
Development. According to agency human capital officials, EPAs assistant and regional
administrators and their senior...
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This publication might be well worth a study, and much better than other. It is among the most awesome book i have got study. You may like the way the
article writer publish this publication.
-- Dr. Paige Bartell-- Dr. Paige Bartell

Extensive information! Its this sort of great read through. It is amongst the most incredible book i have go through. I realized this publication from my i and
dad suggested this book to understand.
-- Prof. Devon Bernhard PhD-- Prof. Devon Bernhard PhD
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